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Ex am in er ’s Rep or t  I n t er n at ion al  GCSE Ch em ist r y  4 CH0  1 CR 
 
Qu est ion  1  

 

Part  (a)  was answered well. Many candidates had not  read the quest ion 

properly and so were drawing anywhere from 3 to 10+  circles in the box. 

However, this range of circles was not  penalised. Some had drawn 

unnecessary arrows to indicate movement , but  again this was not  

penalised.  

 

Most  answers to part  (b)  included ‘moving freely’ or ‘moving randomly’, but  

some candidates confined their discussion to just  increased vibrat ion, which 

was not  considered sufficient  to score.  

 

I n part  ( c) , most  scored the first  mark for part icles gaining energy, but  very 

few scored the second mark, with candidates failing to recognise that  the 

quest ion was asking why the liquid would evaporate m or e  quickly. There 

was the usual confusion between bulk propert ies of the liquid and those of 

the part icles that  make up the liquid. For example, some candidates stated 

that  the p ar t icles  would evaporate more quickly. Evaporat ion is a property 

of the liquid not  of the part icles. The part icles escap e  more quickly.  

 

Qu est ion  2  

 

Parts (a)  and (b)  were well answered, although there appeared to be a 

reluctance by some candidates to use the same let ter twice, with two let ters 

F being init ially recorded and one of these subsequent ly crossed out  and 

replaced with another let ter.   

 

The majority of answers to part  ( c)  contained, as hoped, a reference to both 

the number of carbon atoms an d  the boiling point . Any reference to a 

proport ional relat ionship was ignored on this occasion, since no data to 

suggest  otherwise was supplied. 

 

Qu est ion  3  

 

I n part  (a) , almost  all candidates correct ly chose C as the urine sample 

containing an illegal drug. Many st ruggled to explain their  choice using the 

correct  term inology (e.g. the use of the term  ‘spots’)  but  the second mark 

was awarded for any genuine at tempt  to indicate that  there were two spots 

at  the same height  or  distance from the start  line.  

 

Part  (b)  was generally answered well,  but  those who got  it  wrong stated 

that  a solvent  was a solut ion, or confused the meanings of solute, solut ion 

and solvent . Some referred back to the experiment  saying ‘it  soaks up the 

paper’. Presumably these candidates had not  realised that  a descript ion of 

the meaning of the term  was required, not  j ust  an ident if icat ion of the 

solvent . 

 

Careful measurement  was required in part  ( c) , since the first  mark was not  

awarded if the measurement  of the distance of the lasix spot  from the start  

line was not  within the acceptable range, nor if the measurement  of the 

 



solvent  front  was not  exact ly 8.4 cm. The second mark was awarded for a 

correct  calculat ion based on the measurements recorded with the answer 

given to two decimal places. Since the final answer must  be less than one, 

this is equivalent  to two significant  f igures, and hence consistent  with the 

measurements made. 

 

Part  (d)  was answered well by most , although some failed to m ake a 

comparison between the solubility and the distance t ravelled. 

 

Qu est ion  4  

 

I n part  (a) , most  were able to ident ify potassium, presumably via the lilac 

flame. However, a sm all, but  significant , number of candidates interchanged 

caesium and lithium. 

 

There were many fully correct  answers to part  (b)  ( i) . The most  common 

error was potassium hydroxide, followed closely by potassium oxide.  

Although a formula was asked for, those candidates who decided to wr ite a 

full equat ion for the react ion, and who then ident if ied the H2 as the gas, 

usually by giv ing the state symbol, were awarded the mark. 

 

The most  common incorrect  answer to (b)  ( ii)  was lithium oxide, but  many 

ident if ied correct ly the product  as lithium hydroxide. 

 

The use of red litmus to ident ify alkalinity was commonly seen in part  (b)  

( iii) . Other acceptable indicators seen were methyl orange, phenolphthalein 

and Universal I ndicator.  

  

Qu est ion  5  

 

There appeared to be very few problems in answering parts (a)  ( i) , ( ii)  and 

( iii) . Near ly all students could recognise which graph represented the results 

in the different  scenarios ( less mass, lower temperature, powdered chips)  

and were able to link their explanat ions to the graph lines. Quite a few 

students went  into unnecessary depth by discussing collision theory of rates 

of react ion. 

 

Part  (b)  was also answered well with most  choosing a gas syr inge as a 

suitable piece of apparatus in which to collect  (and measure the volume of)  

the gas. 

 

Qu est ion  6  

 

Many students understood part  (a)  of this quest ion and answered it  well, 

with a pleasing number recognising that  the volume of sodium chlor ide was 

the lim it ing factor in the react ion. ‘The react ion was finished’ and ‘all 

reactants used up’ were common answers that  were considered insufficient  

to score. 

 

I n part  (b)  ( i) , some students did not  mark their points clear ly and so it  was 

diff icult  to see if they had plot ted the points;  small crosses are the 

recommended method. Some students seemed to find it  diff icult  to plot  the 

 



final three points in between the two grid lines and consequent ly lost  both 

plot t ing marks. Drawing the lines proved a lit t le more problemat ic for some. 

A few drew their st raight  lines without  the aid of a ruler and others, who 

correct ly drew two st raight  lines through the plot ted points, then joined the 

two lines with a curve or a third st raight  line. 

 

I n (b)  ( ii) ,  a few st ruggled to ident ify the anomalous point  or forgot  to circle 

it .  

 

Part  (b)  ( iv)  seemed to cause confusion for a number for candidates who 

simply repeated the quest ion using different  words. I t  was important  here 

to state why the reading of each  axis would be zero and there were a many 

very good answers explaining that  the lack of addit ion of lead ( I I )  nit rate 

(zero on the horizontal axis)  would produce no precipitate (zero on the 

vert ical axis) .  

 

I n (b)  (v) , the most  common incorrect  answer was 2.1 (a value in cm  rather 

than in cm 3) , obtained by reading the vert ical axis rather than the horizontal 

one, so giv ing the height  of precipitate rather than the volume of lead ( I I )  

nit rate solut ion. 

 

Qu est ion  7  

 

Most  candidates were aware that  the answer to (a)  ( i)  required a reference 

to (carbon to carbon)  single bonds, but  a significant  number failed to state 

that  al l  of the bonds in the molecule have to be single. The easiest , and 

least  unambiguous way, to answer the quest ion was to state that  there are 

no double (or mult iple)  bonds present . A few answered the quest ion out  of 

context  and described a saturated solut ion.  

 

Part  (a)  ( ii)  was bet ter answered with only a few failing to include the word 

‘only’, whilst  some unfortunately insisted on stat ing that  a hydrocarbon 

contains hydrogen and carbon molecules. Part  ( iii)  was answered well.  

 

The chemical equat ion in (b)  ( i)  posed the usual problems for m any. Most  of 

the equat ions seen contained correct  formulae, but  some were unable to 

balance their equat ion correct ly. There are st ill some candidates who insist  

on writ ing the formula of oxygen as ‘O’ rather than O2. Candidates need to 

be aware that  no marks for a chemical equat ion can be awarded if any of 

the formulae are incorrect . The vast  majority recognised, in (b)  ( ii) ,  that  the 

poisonous gas is carbon monoxide. 

 

I n part  ( c)  ( i) , some candidates effect ively restated the informat ion given in 

the quest ion by saying that  the catalyst  increased the rate of react ion, 

rather than focusing on how the catalyst  worked. There were some 

excellent  answers that  referred to the provision of an alternat ive route of 

lower act ivat ion energy. As usual, the nam e of the catalyst  for a given 

process was either known or not  known. Many correct ly ident if ied alum ina 

or silica as those ment ioned in the specificat ion, but  it  was not  uncommon 

to see iron, vanadium  (V)  oxide, phosphoric acid and manganese dioxide 

listed.  

 



The complet ion of the equat ion in (c)  ( iii)  proved to be slight ly m ore diff icult  

than ant icipated;  there were a significant  number of candidates who gave 

C4H8 as their  answer. Those who correct ly gave C2H4 had lit t le t rouble in 

ident ify ing the substance as ethene. 

 

Qu est ion  8  

 

The majority of students managed to obtain at  least  one mark in (a)  ( i) , 

usually for either its high melt ing point  or being unreact ive. Som e referred 

to irrelevant  physical propert ies such as malleability or duct ility.  Although 

duct ility is a necessary property for making a wire, it  is a property of most  

metals and not  relevant  to the use of a metal as a flame test  wire.  

 

I n part  (a)  ( ii) , most  candidates appreciated the need to remove the 

impur it ies to clean it , but  many failed to ment ion the effect  it  would have on 

the test  if they did not  clean it .  

 

The reason for not  using a lum inous flame in (a)  ( iii)  was generally well 

known, but  proved to be t roublesome for some, perhaps because of a 

m isunderstanding of the term  lum inous. Answers such as ‘because the 

flame will be too hot ’ suggested confusion with a roar ing Bunsen flame. 

 

Fewer than expected scored all four marks in (b)  ( i) . I t  was all too common 

to see just  the cat ion listed despite the quest ion asking for the name of a 

compound. St ront ium  was allowed as an alternat ive to lithium, but  calcium  

was not .  

 

Most  realised, in (b)  ( ii) ,  that  the cat ion was iron ( I I ) , but  some failed to 

score because they om it ted the oxidat ion number.  

 

I n part  ( c) , most  candidates knew that  an acid should first  be added, 

hydrochlor ic acid being the most  common one ment ioned. A few thought  

sodium hydroxide was the reagent . The majority knew the limewater test  

and the result , but  some stated that  the limewater should be added to the 

solut ion rather than used to test  the gas given off.  

 

Qu est ion  9  

 

Most  knew, in (a)  ( i) , that  chlor ine is green, although yellow, which was not  

accepted, was somet imes seen.  

 

I n (a)  ( ii) ,  many candidates appreciated that  the open tube was present  to 

allow the unreacted chlor ine to escape, but  a significant  num ber thought  

that  it  was needed to allow oxygen to enter the apparatus. Some answered 

in terms of prevent ing an increase in pressure inside the apparatus, which 

may lead to an explosion, which was accepted.  

 

Most  answered (a)  ( iii)  correct ly by stat ing that  chlor ine is toxic/ poisonous, 

but  some answers were too vague, e.g. chlorine is harm ful or chlorine will 

affect  the eyes or chlorine will affect  your breathing. 

 

 



The empir ical formula calculat ion in (b)  ( i)  produced a large num ber of 

correct  answers with full working shown. There were, pleasingly, very few 

calculat ions in which atom ic numbers, rather than relat ive atom ic masses, 

were used and the number of inverted calculat ions was less than in previous 

sessions. A few had perfect  working, but  then gave the final answer as 

Fe3Cl.  

 

Having managed to obtain the correct  formula in part  ( i) , a significant  

number of candidates then failed to give the oxidat ion num ber in their 

answer to part  ( ii) .  

 

The equat ion in (c)  was usually either fully correct  or no marks were 

achieved as one or m ore of the formulae were incorrect . Those who wrote 

the correct  formulae nearly always went  on to balance the equat ion 

correct ly. The most  common error was to write 2Cl instead of Cl2. Some 

m issed out  one of the products, usually NaCl. 

 

Qu est ion  1 0  

 

The common errors with the state symbols, in the equat ion in part  (a) , were 

( l)  for HCl and (s)  for zinc chlor ide. A few failed to balance the equat ion. A 

significant  number of candidates wrote ZnCl for zinc chlor ide and/ or H for 

hydrogen. These m istakes were penalised for the equat ion mark, but  were 

ignored for the state symbol m ark. 

 

The observat ions required to answer part  (b)  were well known, although 

some failed to score both marks by giv ing the same observat ion in different  

words, e.g. bubbles of gas and effervescence. I t  was surprising to see so 

many references to the observat ions made when Group 1 metals react  with 

water. Statements such as the zinc melts or the zinc skates across the 

surface were not  uncommon. 

 

I n (c)  ( i) , many scored the first  two marks for correct  buret te readings, but  

there are st ill some who insist  in giv ing these readings to only one decimal 

place, despite the inst ruct ion to give all readings to the nearest  0.05. 

St rangely, it  was not  uncommon to see five values quoted to two decimal 

places, but  20.80 then given as 20.8.  

 

Part  (c)  ( ii)  should have been a very st raight forward quest ion to answer. 

The volume of acid required in exper iment  2 is double that  required in 

experiment  1, so the acid m ust  be half as concent rated. Unfortunately, the 

quest ion should have stated that  the concent rat ion of acid in experiment  2 

was 0.74 mol/ dm 3, and then should have asked how to calculate the 

concent rat ion in experiment  1. Hence, some candidates who calculated the 

number of moles of zinc used in exper iment  1, and then doubled it  to f ind 

the numbers of moles of acid used, correct ly arr ived at  an answer of 0.74 

mol/ dm 3 for the concent rat ion of acid in experiment  2. Candidates who took 

this route were given full credit .  

 

 

 

 

 



Qu est ion  1 1  

 

The majority of candidates managed to produce a correct  displayed formula 

in (a)  ( i) . Those that  did not  either drew a single bond between the carbon 

atoms or added extension bonds to their m onomer.  

 

Most  scored at  least  one mark for the descript ion of a polymer in (a)  ( ii) .  

Lack of precision was often the reason for not  scoring both marks here, e.g. 

not  stat ing that  the m onomers were j o in ed  o r  l in k ed  o r  b on d ed  together 

to make the chain, or  not  stat ing that  it  was a lon g  chain that  was formed.  

 

Consider ing the requirement  to answer part  (a)  ( iii)  was to put  the word 

‘poly’ in front  of the given name of the monomer ( ‘tet rafluoroethene’) , it  

was surprising that  so many candidates failed to score this mark. The three 

most  common incorrect  answers were polyfluoroethene, tet rafluoroethene 

and fluoroethene. 

 

A pleasingly large number of the candidates managed to obtain the correct  

answers to the monomer in (b) , but  a significant  number simply counted up 

the number of carbon atoms in the part  st ructure shown and produced an 

answer of either decene or decane. 

 

The quest ion in part  ( c)  has now been asked a number of t imes, but  many 

candidates are st ill failing to answer this in terms of the informat ion 

provided in the specificat ion, i.e. the polym ers are non-biodegradable 

because of their inertness. I nstead they focus on the high st rength of the 

covalent  bonds present  within the polymer. Biodegradable polymers also 

contain st rong covalent  bonds, so this is not  a suitable argument  to explain 

non-biodegradability. 

 

Qu est ion  1 2  

 

Copper was often given as the correct  answer to part  (a) , but  the incorrect  

answers of copper ( I I )  or copper ions were also seen. 

 

Part  (b)  was generally poorly answered. A very common error was to state 

that  zinc cannot  react  with zinc, rather than zinc cannot  react  with zinc 

ion s . I t  was considered too vague to state merely that  no displacement  

would occur.  

 

Candidates had to combine informat ion from two tables in order to deduce 

an answer to part  ( c) . This proved problem at ical for some, although many 

fully correct  answers were seen. Common errors were to list  the nit rates 

instead of the metal, and to list  the correct  metals in reverse order. 

 

Part  (d)  ( i)  was generally answered well, usually in terms of both reduct ion 

and oxidat ion taking place, although some chose correct ly to state that  both 

gain and loss of elect rons was occurr ing. Lack of precision in the answer 

was the downfall for some, who stated, for example, that  a redox react ion 

involves eitherreduct ion or  oxidat ion, rather than both.  

 

 



There were some fully correct  answers to part  (d)  ( ii) , but  many failed to 

gain the first  mark by stat ing that  silver, rather than the silver ion, was 

act ing as the oxidising agent . These candidates usually went  on the state 

that  the silver was gaining elect rons so were awarded the second mark on 

the basis of a ‘near m iss’ answer for the oxidising agent . Some thought  that  

an oxidising agent  was a species that  was oxidised and hence gave 

magnesium, because it  is losing elect rons, as their answer. 

 

Qu est ion  1 3  

 

Most  candidates sensibly chose a measuring cylinder for their answer to 

part  (a) . Although the increased precision offered by the use of a buret te or 

a pipet te is unnecessary in this preparat ion, either answer was accepted. 

 

Part  (b)  was usually answered well with most  students either stat ing that  

the zinc carbonate would stop disappear ing or the bubbling would stop. 

Some were unsure of the chemist ry, stat ing that  a precipitate would form . 

Some answers simply stated that  the react ion would stop, which was 

considered to be too vague. 

 

Most  candidates recognised that  f ilt rat ion was the method used for the 

separat ion ment ioned in part  ( c) , although it  was not  uncommon to see 

dist illat ion given as the answer. 

 

Part  (d)  tended to be answered either very well or rather poorly. Some 

wasted valuable t ime, and answer space, by repeat ing the steps given in 

the stem of the quest ion. Other did not  make it  clear that  they were heat ing 

to p ar t ia l ly  evaporate the water or were heat ing to the point  where 

crystals st ar t ed  to form . Some om it ted the ‘leave to crystallise’ step and 

went  st raight  to filter ing. The majority of those who successfully reached 

the stage of obtaining crystals knew that  the crystals needed to be dried, 

and gave an appropr iate method for drying them. Unfortunately, some 

candidates started their preparat ion by evaporat ing the solut ion to dryness. 

Since this produces an anhydrous sample of the salt , no marks could be 

awarded.  

 

Qu est ion  1 4  

 

Most  knew, in (a)  ( i) , that  the covalent  bonds in silicon dioxide are st rong, 

but  some failed to ment ion that  these bonds have to be broken in order to 

melt  the compound. Others produced a very good argument  but  then added 

a discussion on the influence of intermolecular  forces. Silicon dioxide is a 

network st ructure and should therefore not  be considered to be molecular, 

so this argument  negated any marks scored from a correct  answer.  

 

I n (a)  ( ii) ,  those candidates who approached the quest ion logically were 

able to deduce that  the bonding in silicon dioxide is likely to be st ronger 

than that  in sodium chlor ide. Some simply repeated the informat ion given in 

the quest ion by stat ing that  silicon dioxide is covalent , whilst  sodium 

chlor ide is ionic. Others failed to make a comparison between the two, 

simply stat ing that  the bonds in silicon dioxide are st rong, rather than 

st ronger. Again, some candidates were under the m isapprehension that  

 



both sodium chlor ide and silicon dioxide consist  of giant  molecules and 

hence made a comparison of the relat ive st rengths of the interm olecular 

forces of at t ract ion. 

 

I n part  (b) , there were a disturbingly large number of candidates who 

seemed to believe that  molten sodium chlor ide contains delocalised 

elect rons. Some stated that  molten sodium chlor ide is a good conductor 

because it  contains a metal.  Of those that  correct ly ident if ied the ions as the 

potent ial charge carr iers, some failed to m ent ion that  the ions move in an 

elect r ic f ield. Stat ing that  the ions are ‘free’ is not  sufficient , but  ‘free to 

move’ is.  

 

Many answered part  (c)  well, with a suitable ment ion of weak 

intermolecular forces of at t ract ion. Some stated that  there were weak forces 

but  did not  ident ify the type of force, whilst  others stated either that  the 

covalent  bonds were weak, or that  there were weak forces of at t ract ion 

between the atoms. 

 

Qu est ion  1 5  

 

Most  candidates t icked the two correct  boxes in (a) , and then subsequent ly 

in (b)  calculated a correct  value for the average volume of KMnO4 added. 

However some of those who t icked the two correct  boxes, rather st rangely, 

used all four t it rat ion results to calculate their average. Some failed to score 

the second mark in (b)  by not  giv ing their f inal answer to two decimal 

places, despite the inst ruct ion to do so in the quest ion. 

 

Very few failed to recognise, in (c) , that  a pipet te was the correct  piece of 

apparatus to use.  

 

The calculat ions in parts (d)  and (e)  were done well by the more able 

candidates, with many scoring all nine marks. 
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